Using the word as a basic unit may undermine Chinese event detection model's performance because of the inaccurate word boundaries generated by segmentation tools. Besides, word embeddings are contextual independent and cannot handle the polysemy of event triggers, which may prevent us from obtaining the desired performance. To address these issues, we propose a BiLSTM-CRF (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Conditional Random Field) model using contextualized representations, which regards event detection task as a character-level sequence labeling problem and uses contextualized representations to disambiguate event triggers. Experiments show that our proposed method sets a new state-of-the-art, which proves Chinese characters could replace words for the Chinese event detection task. Besides, using contextualized representation reduces the false positive case, which verifies that this kind of representation could remedy the weakness of the word embedding technique. Based on the results, we believe that characterlevel models are worth exploring in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Event Extraction is a basic task in information extraction field and proposed by the Automatic Content Extraction(ACE) program [1] , which has broad application prospects. For example, for public social safety, detecting negative detection could help supervisor maintaining social stability; detecting the events which investors are interested in could assist them in making decisions in investment.
The task can be divided into two subtasks: event detection (event trigger labeling) and event argument labeling. In this paper, we focus on the event detection task. Triggers are defined in the ACE program: the main word that most clearly expresses the occurrence of an event.
Event detection (ED) task aims to detect event triggers from unstructured text and to assign them the corresponding event types. For example, given the following sentence: S1:... (... established Green Science and Technology Center).
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We expect the event detection system could identify the event trigger '' '' (establish) and classify the trigger's event type as ''Start Organization.'' Some event detection neural models ( [2]- [4] ) are proposed and have achieved promising results. However, unlike English text, in which a single word often represents an event trigger, Chinese text has no delimiters between words, and an event trigger may contain more than one word or be a part of a word.
Therefore, for Chinese ED task, some character-level models [4] [5] are proposed. Nugget Proposal Network (NPN) [5] is recently proposed and outperforms other related models.
Despite its success, the limitation of the NPN is its predefined span type, which restricts its application for other datasets in which a trigger's max length is out of range of the predefined span type.
Besides, the shortage of recent works [4] [5] is the use of word embedding technique. Although word embedding technique, such as Word2Vec [6] , GloVe [7] , and FastText [8] , has a powerful ability to expressing triggers' meanings and the effectiveness of this ability has been proved for many NLP (Natural Language Processing) task, the embedding vector is constant in different contexts and cannot help the model to discriminate different meanings of a word [9] [10] . This shortage hinders performance gains of current Chinese ED neural models because the same event trigger may express different event types. For example, compared with S1, the S2: '' , ...'' (If convicted'', he could... ), where the event type of the Chinese triggers '' '' is ''Convict.'' For the limitation of NPN model, we propose the characterlevel BiLSTM-CRF model which mainly follows the Ma and Hovy's [11] BiLSTM-CRF (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Conditional Random Field) framework and use BIO2 [12] tag scheme, because sequence-in-sequenceout scheme with BIO2 tag scheme can express the arbitrary length of triggers.
For the shortage of word embedding, researchers have proposed some contextualized word embedding techniques which learn their representations based on their contexts, such as Context2Vec [10] , ELMo [13] , and BERT [14] , We explore the following two ideas to incorporate contextualized into the BiLSTM-CRF model: 1) We concatenate character embeddings and contextualized representations. 2) Inspired from the effectiveness of the combination method of characters' and words' embeddings in NPN, and from ''max-pool'' function in Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) which preserves important feature, we also explore four similar combination functions, which extract the features from character embeddings and contextualized representations.
Besides, to improve the model's performance furtherly, we also explore to incorporate segmentation representations.
Our contributions are as follows:
1) We propose a BiLSTM-CRF model for event detection task, which incorporates contextualized representations. The empirical evaluations of this model on ACE 2005 event detection dataset show that our model achieves the state-of-the-art performance. 2) We explore several combination methods which extract the important features between character and contextualized representations, and the results prove the effectiveness of this idea. 3) We find that compared with the model without contextualized representations, the model using these representations can reduce the false positives; either character or contextualized representations cannot help the model to detect unseen triggers (which appear in the test set but not in the training set).
We will use the term ''representation'' interchangeable with the term ''embedding'' in the following paper.
II. ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our model is shown in Fig. 1 and we will describe it from bottom to up.
Firstly, we get characters, segmentations and contextualized representations by the pretrained embedding matrix or a pretrained language model, because paper [15] has shown that word embeddings can improve the performance of a majority of models by inputting these embeddings as features into models. Then the hybrid representation is combined by the above three information. After that, we input the above representations into the BiLSTM layer. Finally, the outputs of BiLSTM are feed into the CRF layer to get a tag sequence.
A. CHARACTER REPRESENTATION
We obtain character representations v (char) i by performing a lookup in the embedding matrix, which is trained by Word2Vec or other methods. This embedding matrix is also set to trainable because the original embedding matrix has been trained unsupervised and may not be suitable for a specific task.
B. CONTEXTUALIZED REPRESENTATION
Because of the existing word embeddings are insensitive to contexts, some context-sensitive representation methods are proposed. Researchers have adopted these representations, such as pretrained language models (LMs) and obtained significant improvements. The improvements are mainly benefited from taking advantage of unlabeled text which does not require manual annotation.
ELMo is a typical effective pre-trained language model and has been demonstrated its potential to help many NLP tasks to achieve state-of-the-art performance.
We obtain contextualized representations v (elmo) i by Chinese pretrained ELMo [16] .
Unlike the origin ELMo in [13] , this version cancels the layer-wise attention scores and the scaling factor. Besides, we follow the Che et al. [16] setting, which does not tune its parameters during training.
C. SEGMENTATION REPRESENTATION
The traditional segmentation feature is a one dimension variable, but in our paper, this feature is a low dimension vector variable, which is similar to a word embedding and is called segmentation representation or segmentation embedding. Segmentation representations v (seg) i express the segmentation information about a Chinese sentence, and we use BMES (B, M, E, and S are the begin, middle, end, and single of a word. ) scheme to represent segmentation information. For example, '' '' is split as '' '' where slash indicates the boundary of words, and its BMES tag sequence is ''BEBEBE.' ' We first initialize the segmentation embedding matrix before training. Backpropagation algorithm will tune this matrix during the training stage. During training or testing, we obtain the BMES segmentation information by using NLP tools to segment a Chinese sentence. Then we perform a lookup in the segmentation embedding matrix to get the corresponding segmentation representations.
D. COMBINING REPRESENTATIONS
In practice, to improve models' performance, one expects to utilize different kinds of information, e.g., NPN [5] proposed three methods to mix character and word representations, and the relevant results show its effectiveness.
We follow this idea and explore how to combine character, contextualized, and segmentation representations, which is shown as ''combination method'' in Fig. 1 .
Here, we devise a two-stage combination. The first stage is the semantic combination which mixes characters and contextualized representations up because these two representations are related to triggers' meanings. The second is feature combination which concatenates the first stage mixed representations with segmentation representations.
Concretely, in the first stage, we explore the following methods:
1) Concatenating operation. This operation is simple but effective. The character and contextualized representation are concatenated as a bigger representation vector.
where ⊕ is concatenating operator.
2) Filtering operation. Filtering operations include four kinds of functions: ''ave'' (average), ''sum'', ''min'', and ''max''. All of them are element-wise operation. We first project the character and the contextualized representation into the same semantic space and obtain two vectors with the same dimension, and then obtain a feature vector by employing a filter function on these two vectors.
where fun is the filter function, and W (char) , W (elmo) are the matrix parameters.
In the second stage, we concatenate the above hybrid representation v i with the segmentation representation.
LSTM can be regarded as a state transition model and is suitable to handle the sequence characters. It has an ability to capturing long-distance dependencies which determines the event type for ED task. Besides, for a given character sequence, the tag of a character depends on not only the history but also the future. Therefore, we use bidirectional LSTM to extract context features.
F. CRF LAYER
Consequently, we build a CRF layer upon the BiLSTM layer.
Compared with the traditional CRF model, which defines binary feature functions, the inputs of the CRF layer in our model are the learned context feature vectors from a linear transformer upon BiLSTM layer. The sequence tag's probability is defined as follows:
where φ is a potential function defined as the summation of transition and emission features at each time step:
The denominator of (5) can be calculated efficiently by the Viterbi algorithm.
During the testing or decoding, we select the optimal sequence y* that maximizes the likelihood: Additionally, since we model the ED task at sentence level rather than document level and use BIO2 [12] tag scheme, we preprocess each document by the following steps: 1) splitting each document to several sentences by matching the symbols '' ''. 2) fixing sentences' boundary. For example, an event trigger contains the ending characters of a sentence and the starting characters of another sentence. 3) removing newline symbols and XML tags in sentences and fix the relevant annotation. 4) running a tokenizer to split a sentence to tokens. 5) converting each sentence and its tags into CoNLL format. 6) using the Chinese Word Segmentation tool Jieba to split sentences to words, then employing the BMES scheme to represent word boundary information.
According to the following five event types in which we are interested: traffic accident, earthquake, fire, flood, and attack, we collected from the news of the website Sina (https://news.sina.com.cn/china/). Then, two independent Chinese annotators use Brat (brat rapid annotation tool) [18] to annotate these documents, and another one reviews the annotated results. Finally, CE dataset contains 355 raw documents and 355 annotated documents (please refer to the brat official website https://brat.nlplab.org for the annotation format).
To train the model, we randomly select 284, 35, and 36 documents as training, development, and test set. Last, by following a process which is similar to the ACE dataset, we obtain sentences with BIO2 tag. For example, the sentence '' '' is annotated as '' B-earthquake I-earthquake''.
B. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS
We used Word2Vec [6] to train our Chinese character embedding on the Wikipedia database backup dump (zhwiki-20180220), and the dimension of character embedding is set to 100. As contextualized representation is pretrained by Che et al. [16] , the dimension of the representation is fixed as 1024. Additionally, segmentation representation's dimension is set to 20, and it is set to trainable.
The hidden state size of LSTM is set to 300. Because the paper [19] reports that two-layer BiLSTM with CRF classification layer could achieve the best score, the two-layer BiLSTM is employed.
To mitigate overfitting, we use dropout layer [20] before and after the BiLSTM layer and, dropout ratio is fixed to 0.4.
Other matrix parameters, e.g., gates matrix of LSTM and transition matrix, are randomly initialized by the method proposed by Glorot and Bengio [21] . Biases of the LSTM cell are initialized to zero, except the bias of the forget gate, which is initialized to 1.0 [22] .
Kingma and J. Ba [23] is used to train our model. The batch size and the learning rate are set to 20 and 0.001. To increase learning stability, we use a gradient clipping [24] of 5.0.
To mitigate overfitting, we also use early-stop strategy [25] , which determines the number of training epoch by the performance on development set, and the patient epoch is set to 10.
Finally, Precision (P), Recall (R) and F measure (F1) are used as the evaluation metrics.
True positive (TP): True positive cases are the true triggers in the gold dataset. For example, for the S1, the trigger '' '' with event type ''Start Organization'' in the gold dataset is the true positive case. False Positive (FP): The event detection system predicts some characters as a trigger with specific event type, but they are not triggers in fact, or they are identified in the wrong event type. For example, for the S2, the '' '' predicted as ''Start Organization'' event is the false-positive case. False Negative (FN)ïĳŽ The system should predict some characters as a specific event, but they have not been identified in fact. For example, for the S1, the system does not identify the trigger ''
.'' C. BASELINES Table 1 are compared with our model. 1) Hand-featured based machine learning models. The Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) model. Chen and Ji [17] proposed two models for Chinese at character-level and wordlevel, respectively. These models use human-designed lexical and syntactic features.
Some baselines in
The Rich-C model, which employs Chinese-specific features, is proposed by [26] .
2) Neural network-based models. Hybrid Neural Networks (HNN) is proposed by [3] . It uses the BiLSTM layer and the convolutional neural network to obtain the features to make a prediction.
The character-based and word-based C-BiLSTM, developed by [4] , combine LSTM and CNN model to capture both sentence-level and lexical features.
The Nugget Proposal Networks, proposed by [5] , uses character and word information to predict the span types for each Chinese character.
D. OVERALL RESULTS OF ACE DATASET
From the Table 1 , we can see that: 1) Our model is effective to avoid manual feature engineering. Compared with feature-based machine learning method, our model using different combination methods gain a steady improvement except for the ''our(sum)'' model, whose F1 63.0 is slightly below the Rich-C model's F1 63.2.
2) Our model outperforms these neural network models (HNN, character-based C-BiLSTM, and word-based C-BiLSTM), probably because of the contextualized representations. We will explore the reason in the future.
3) Our models with ''concate'', ''max'', and ''ave'' method are better than NPN model. For the ''min'' method, ours is slightly worse than NPN. However, for the ''sum'' method, ours' F1 is far below than NPN's. The reason maybe is that ''max'', ''min'', and ''ave'' method restrict the range of feature value, but for the ''sum'' method, the value of the two features' summation will beyond the appropriate range of features.
Besides, although the ''ave'' method is the best for the ACE dataset, it is hard to say which combination method is the best for the other dataset. For other datasets, we assume that there exists a better combination method than concatenation operation because our results prove the effectiveness of our combination idea.
E. OVERALL RESULTS OF CE DATASET
Because the CE dataset is not public, we only conduct the experiments which show the effectiveness of contextualized representations. As shown in Table 2 , the model(char) input character representations into the BiLSTM layer; the model(context) input contexuralized representations; the model(char+context) concatenates character and contexuralized representations, and then input it into the BiLSTM layer. All three models do not employ our combination methods. Table 2 illustrates that the model(context) is better than the model(char), and the model(char+context) is the best. These results prove that 1) contextualized representations is effective for CE dataset, and 2) concatenation operation on character and contextualized representations is effective.
F. INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT REPRESENTATIONS
To study the influence of different kinds of representation used in our model, we conducted extensive experiments, and the results are shown in Table 3 . The table demonstrates the results of the combinations of three kinds of representation. Note that, if the character and contextualized representations are both used, the first stage combination method will take effect. If not, we do not use first stage combination method, and the character or contextualized representations are used for the second stage directly.
For clarity, for Table 3 , the ''model indexed as *'' is abbreviated as ''model-*''. As shown in Table 3 , on the whole, the model-2, only using character representation, is the worst; the model-3, using character and segmentation representations is the last but one; the model-13, which uses character, contextualized, and segmentation representations, and employs the ''ave'' combination method, is the best of all. For the standard deviation of F1 scores, by comparing model-0 with model-1, model-1 with model-2, using segmentation representations causes a larger standard deviation, e.g., model-1 of std (1.8) is higher than model-0's (1.0), and model-3 of std (1.9) is higher than model-2's (1.0). However, for the other models, using segmentation representations causes a smaller standard deviation, and the results are also shown in the error bar Fig. 2 .
Therefore, generally, these results support the use of segmentation representations.
Contextualized representation. The model using ''ave'' method outperforms other combination methods, which is shown in Fig. 2 . However, other combination methods are worse than the ''concate'' method.
We conclude that ''concate'' method is a strong baseline which can be applied for many datasets, and our idea of combining character and contextualized representations is effective.
G. SIGNIFICANCE TEST
According to the work [27] , we apply the non-parametric test (Paired bootstrap test) to compare between the two model's F1 score distributions generated by the several runs. If we want to compare two models, each model should run several runs because of the non-determinism (hyper-parameters configurations and random choices) in deep neural networks. However, because we do not have the other work's F1 score distributions, such as work [4] and [5] , we do not report the significance test of comparing these models with ours.
We report the results of the following pairs: 1) model-13 (in Table 3 ) with model-0, 2) model-13 with model 2, and 3) model-13 with model-5. The null hypothesis is stated as the former model is no better than the latter, and the desired significance level (alpha) is set as 0.05. The p-values of pairs 1) 2) and 3) are 0.0, 0.0, 0.0332 respectively. Because all p-values are less than the alpha 0.05, we reject these null hypothesis and conclude that the model-13 significantly outperforms other models.
H. UNSEEN TRIGGER ANALYSIS
This section, we investigate the behavior of our model when it performs predictions on a dataset which includes unseen triggers. The triggers, which exist both in the test set and the training set, are called seen triggers. The triggers, which exist in the test set and not in the training set, are called unseen triggers.
Recall score is the model's ability to detect all triggers. Here, we define recall for the unseen triggers as (11) (recall of seen triggers is similar to this equation), where #t_unseen_triggers is the number of the unseen The used indices are the same as Table 3 . #T is the number of total true triggers, #P is the number of predicted triggers, and #TP is the number of true positives of triggers.
triggers, #t_unseen_triggers = #tp_unseen_triggers + #fn_unseen_triggers, where #tp_unseen_triggers and #fn_unseen_triggers are the true positive and false negative predictions for unseen triggers. unseen_recall = #tp_unseen_triggers #t_unseen_triggers (11) Because denominator is a given quantity, to compare the models, we can just compare #tp_unseen_triggers of these models.
We conducted experiments for our four models: 1) the model (char, index 2), which is identical to model-2 in Table 3 , only using character representations; 2) the model (context, index 0), only using contextualized representations; 3) the model (char+context, index 12), using character, and contextualized representations, and employing ''ave'' combination method; 4) the model (char+context+seg, index 13), using character, contextualized and segmentation representations, and employing ''ave'' combination method.
As shown in Table 4 , all the models are weak to detect the unseen triggers, and the recall of unseen trigger is fairly low: all below than 21%.
Compared with model-2, the increment of the accuracy of the prediction improves the F1 score of the model-0, model-12, and model-13. For example, for the model-2, the number of true positive is 192, and the number of the prediction is 322. For the other model, their true positives are close to 192, but they have a fairly low prediction: model-0 is 265, model-12 is 243, and model-13 is 279.
As a result, we conclude that the model with either character or contextualized representations is weak to detect the unseen triggers. However, the model with contextualized representations can increase the F1 score by reducing false positives.
IV. RELATED WORK
Event detection is an important problem in information extraction and natural language processing, which aims at detection event triggers in a sentence. For English text, a single word often represents an event trigger. However, for Chinese text, there are no delimiters between words, and an event trigger may contain more than one word or be a part of a word.
Event detection is regarded as a classification problem. Traditional methods [17] , [28] used machine learning model with hand-crafted features, which is labor-intensive and suffer poor domain adaptability.
For the above defects, deep learning methods are adopted and have achieved promising performance. Deep learning methods can extract features automatically from data. Some event detection systems using the deep neural network are proposed. Chen et al. [2] used convolutional neural networks in a pipeline framework to learn hidden feature representations. Nguyen et al. [29] jointly predicted event triggers and arguments with bidirectional recurrent neural networks. Besides, Ghaeini et al. [30] proposed another RNN-based model for event detection problem. Unlike predicting each token's tag, they firstly heuristically extract a set of event candidates; then a sentence is split into three parts by a candidate; finally, the three raw parts generate a fixed-length representation by separate RNN, and model classifies this representation. The shortages of this method are as fo Event detection is an important problem in information extraction and natural language processing, which aims at detection event triggers in a sentence. For English text, a single word often represents an event trigger. However, for Chinese text, there are no delimiters between words, and an event trigger may contain more than one word or be a part of a word.
For the above defects, deep learning methods are adopted and have achieved promising performance. Deep learning methods can extract features automatically from data. Some event detection systems using the deep neural network are proposed. Chen et al. [2] used convolutional neural networks in a pipeline framework to learn hidden feature representations. Nguyen et al. [29] jointly predicted event triggers and arguments with bidirectional recurrent neural networks. Besides, Ghaeini et al. [30] proposed another RNN-based model for event detection problem. Unlike predicting each token's tag, they firstly heuristically extract a set of event candidates; then a sentence is split into three parts by a candidate; finally, the three raw parts generate a fixed-length representation by separate RNN, and model classifies this representation. The shortages of this method are as follows: 1) it is inconvenient to transfer this method to other scenarios because of the requirement of event candidates. 2) the inaccuracy event candidates undermine downstream tasks.
However, the above methods are designed for English event detection task, and this word-level classification model cannot meet the requirement of the Chinese event detection task, because many Chinese event triggers do not exactly match with words, e.g., the word '' '' (''bloodshed'') obtained by a Chinese segmentation tool does not match with the trigger '' '' (''conflict'') in Chinese. For this defect, Zeng et al. [4] presented a character-level convolutional BiLSTM model. Our model is similar to this model, but, 1) We do not use convolutional neural networks; 2) We propose combination methods to incorporate multirepresentations to improve performance furtherly; 3) We add CRF layer upon BiLSTM layer to guide our model output valid labels.
Recently, the state-of-the-art Nugget Proposal Networks (NPNs) [5] is proposed. The model is based on the analysis for the mismatch problem between words and event triggers in Chinese event detect task. However, NPN predefined the span types, which are summarised from the given dataset. This predefined operation leads the poor adaptability for other datasets. Our model adopts BIO2 tag scheme which eliminates this restriction and achieves promising results. Besides, unlike their model input characters and words into the model, we only use characters.
Some researchers proposed the works which incorporate other kinds of information to improve models' performance. The works [31] [32] incorporate document level information into Bi-RNN model. Lu and Nguyen [33] exploit the hidden knowledge in the data for Word Sense Disambiguation to improve ED models.
Last, BiLSTM-CRF model is wildly used. This model is used for text classification [34] , sequence labeling [11] and question answer [35] . Notably, our model's architecture is similar to Ma and Hovy [11] . The Ma and Hovy model aims to the English Sequence labeling problem, such as Named Entity Recognition. However, we aim to solve the Chinese ED task, which only provides us Chinese character. Therefore, 1) we use different input information: Chinese character embedding, Chinese segmentation representation, and ELMo contextualized representations. 2) Unlike they combine char and word information by concatenating operator, we have proposed other four methods (average, max, min, and sum) to combine the above three kinds of information.
3) The definition of the potential function of CRF is different.
V. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the character-level BiLSTM-CRF model with multi-representations achieves the better results for Chinese event detection tasks. Besides, the increment of our model's performance mainly lies in using other features, such as contextualized and segmentation representations, which could reduce false-positive cases. Finally, either character or contextualized representations cannot help the model to detect unseen triggers.
In the future, we will explore the following directions: 1) Because of the resource limitation, we will explore model compression of the pretrained language model, such as ELMo. 2) For the low recall of unseen triggers, we will incorporate external knowledge into the model to improve its performance.
